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I. In uroduction

in the orijinal proposal jointly submitted by c. :ears ani . hen,

four cate,;ories of problems involvirn, uLns eaaky :'lows were identi Jied for our research

e.ior-. Aiese were the following,:

1 ) Unsteady boundary layers and the sea)aratiori phenomenon;

") Aerodynamic responses for bodies ercotunterin,, time-depeno ent lu:s;

3) Noise production and the interaction between sound waves ana turuLence;

+) Unsteady flows resulting- from thermal and/or physico-chemical mechanisms.

Participating faculty members included Professors D. L. iu-cntte,

A. A. Jeorge, W. R. Sears, anu S. Z. Shen.

The iunding limitation, especially in the face of rising costs,

obviouslj could not permit equal advance over such a wide front. The departure

of Professor Sears after 1974 and the loss or Professor i Lhrcotte to the Department

of ;eological Sciences necessitated a moderate re-orientation of the research

emphasis. Later on, investigations of noise problems under Professor George

received separate support from a different agency. Thus research under this

project in recent years has emphasized mostly the first two categories outlined

above, supervised by Professor Shen. Achievements during the last live years are

briefly summarized in Section 2. A number of unfinished work and studies still 2

in progress are describean Section 3, followcd by a list of publications and

conference presentations. The support of AFOSR is gratefull-y acknowledged. The
El

cooperation and understanding of the program managers, starting with the late Dl

Paul 1hurston is particularly appreciated.

Dlstributlon/

AvillAb1lity Codes
Avail. and/or

Dit Speolal



Ii. Achievement.

Under Professors Sears and George, Pien made an application oi the

L'arassat Lheory, developed at Cornell under AA)SR sponsorship in an earlier

grant, to calculate the far-field helicopter noise for a riqid rotor at constant

angular speed, but without shocks. The results are reported in his M.S. thesis

(ref. 1 )*. An experimenta measuremei of the acoustic field from two impingir4

steel spheres, showing satisfactorj verification of Farassat's theory, was

conducted by Ihitaplioglu (ref. 2), again supervised by Professors Sears and

George. A thorough theoretical investigation of the interaction between sound

waves and turbulence was carried out by Noir, under Professor George, culminating

both in a Ph.D. thesis (ref. 3) and a papei (ref. 4). ihe turbulent mixing of

two parallel streams of different densities, specifically He and A, under very

low pressure was studied experimentally by Price in his M.S. thesis (ref. 5), for

which Professor 'P'urcotte served as the supervisor. Except for these studies,

those described below were conductei under Professo Shen.

Tie investigations of unsteady boundary-layer separation began with

Nenni, who developed an asymptotic theory for the outer edge of the unsteady

boundary layer and clarified certain important features of the singular

behavior of the velocity profile, as well as that of the wall shear, near

the separation point and ,rding to the boundary layer theory. The results

were reported at a conference (ref. 6), and finally submitted as a Ph.D. thesis

(ref. 7). To generate more unsteady boundary-layer solutions with flow reversal,

Dr. Wang, a post-doctoral research associate for two years, produced further

examples in the class of semi-similar solutions and also discussed the heat

transfer problem (refs. 8 and 9). The development of a Lagrangian description

of the unsteady boundary layer was then made by van Donmelen,providing a unified

* The reference numbers correspond to the listing of section IV.
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basis to anal1yze separation in both the steady and uisteaaci cases. His

numerical examrple shows clearly that the separation sinjularity (of the boundary-layer

solution), ,or an initially unseparated boundary layer, does arise at finite time.

'Thiis was presented at an international conference (ref. 10). Airther analyses

of the sepTaration sing:ularity of the boundary-layer equations, in both the

semi-similar and the general cases, were sunmuarized in Lhen's invited article

in Advances in Applied echanics (ref. 11 ). More recent work by van bommelen in

this direction is under review for publication (ref. 12). or three-dimensional

boundary layers, the Lagrangian criterion for separation could be generalized and

was reported by Shen (ref. 13), although numerical exumples would require extensive

contoutations.

investigations of aerodynamic responses of bodies en._ r L4V1t:,'-1

unsteady flow have taken several directions. A pioneerir4 work to facilitate the

application of the sophisticated Wiener-Hermite expansion of non-Gaussian random

processes to dynamic problems was carried out by Dr. Wang. The observed

statistics on atmospheric turbulence was shown to be describable in a two-

term expansion and the non-Gaussian aspects of gust response of an aircraft is

treated as an example. The result was reported at the American Physical

Society (ref. 14), an ALA meeting (rer'. 15), and will appear in the ALLAA Journal

(ref. 16). The contational treatment of the transient response of a thick

airfoi!, in compressible fluid and with particular emphasis of the large

distortion of the trailing vortex wake is the Ph.D. thesis (ref. 17) of

van Dommelen, now near completion.

In the turbomachinery context, the non-synchronous whirl instability

of rotors is an unsolved problem of great practical interest. Our research was

in fact motivated by a lecture of Dr. F. Ehrich, Manager of the Aircraft Engine

Division of General Electric Company in a colloquium at Cornell. With his



encoura4ement, a care1il study of the aeroelastic problem with unsteady aerodynamic

-'[feAt- has been made by ilengle (ref. 1V). 'Tlhe nrik so far exceeds the

requiremenus of an ,.S, thesis, but regretiully must be terminated because of

the expiration of the current grant. Other studies ai ling at the treatment of 

choiled flutler required the computational attack of unsteady shocks in a

channel. ITe preliminary steady shoc problem was the subject of an LI.S. thesis

by U.!adia (refs.19 and 20), and a new approach with the finite-element method

was initiated by Shen (ref'. 21 ).

ill. Unfinished Studies and Worls in Progress

?cveral topics of research were disrupted after considerable

effort and partial success because of personnel changes. Dr. Wang has applied

the Wiener-Hermite expansion technique to a system with nonlinear cubic

daimping (the Duffing equation) forced by a Gaussian white-noise random input.

The rigorous results showed agreement with other existing methods, but also

raised certain basic questions of the postulate imp]fd in the Fokker-Planck

equation approach to stochastic processes. On the cascade flutter problem,

She.Kher examined the effects of (i) a slow-down of the shed vortices, and

(ii) the displacement of the vortex sheet due to steady loading. These were

approximately 75,' complete when he had to leave for an industrial position.

,n e:cerimental visualization of unsteady boundary-layer profiles, making

use of a stereoplotter for quantitative measurements, was carried out by

Ainnis, Lucca and luq. Considerable development, however, would be needed to

makte the technique practical. Reddy was assigned to investigate the optimal

desilgn for supersonic panel flutter to achieve "mild flutter" under

supercritical conditions. Sarihan undertook to develop a hybrid finite-



elemenL;/finitue-difference procedure for -.he computational zreatmen. of

Li'ansonic flow with shock. Both uf henm, 'or difkerent reasons, had trnsferred

after about a year of orientation. In the transonic shocx problem, Dr. Sastri,

a research associate during 197', , made a mathematical study using the method

of matched asyriptotic solutions, but did not come to a logical termination

as lis appointnent could not be ex -tended due to l'undirg cut-off.

.:or graduate students who remain, their research obviously cannot

be diverted abrunqtly as the funding was unexpectedly stopped. 1 lengle and van

Dommelen have continued their research and are finishing their respective

theses, quoted in the last Section. Kim's earlier study of a momentum-integrapl

type procedure suitable for the prediction of separation of boundary layers,

incorporating Nenni's suggestion in his thesis (ref. 7), still requires development

to overcome the cumbersome algebra. Meanwhile, he has been going onward to

generalize the semi-similar concept for unsteady boundary layers to obtain new

solutions for the compressible and axi-symmetric cases. Kwon has followed up

the idea of up-winding finite-element technique outlined in ref. 21, the ultimate

goal including an application to the computation of transonic shocks.

We also ho-pe to retain van Dommelen for the considerable further work

needed to clarify the behavior associated with unsteady boundary-layer separation,

possibly. leadirg to a practical treatment of this important phenomenon.

It has been most gratifying for us to conduct research under AFOSR

sponsorship. IUc were repeatedly led to believe that our performance had been

satisfactory. Perhaps an opportunity to resume the relationship may come up

again.
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